Welcome to the Virtual Exhibit Hall

Post COVID-19 recovery for NHA is NOT about getting back to normal. The goal is to create a better end state where we rethink, retool, and capitalize on opportunity – to create a better new normal going forward. Canceling the 2020 Symposium just created an opportunity that we would like to share.

The Spring Issue of Rotor Review Magazine will make full use of our new digital capability. We have created a “Virtual / Interactive Exhibit Hall” that offers a similar look and feel of walking through Symposium. Though not a substitute for being able to try out the latest VR Helmet or sit in the left seat of an industry static display aircraft, it will showcase via secure hyperlink what you would have seen from the ease and security of your remote work location in high definition.

Just a hover or a mouse click over a booth space will take you to a demo, a video clip, an infographic, a message, a website or allow connection via social media. Unlike Symposium, this experience is not just for a week but for the entire quarter that the next issue of Rotor Review will be live. We invite you to browse at your own pace. Check out what is on display or what the next new technology might be. Connect with PERS-43 or MOAA. Take a look at Team Osprey. See what Massif is offering regarding new flight apparel. Take this opportunity as we have taken to create a better new normal and check it out – it is virtually a one on one experience!

Our heartfelt thanks to our exhibitors in the Virtual Exhibit Hall